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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7nBIgYexZEI&feature=youtu.be


Year 6 ART Summer Task 

Zentangle

Have you tried a Zentangle drawing?

Zentangle is a way of using drawing to meditate and practise mindfulness. By focusing on 
creating repeated patterns and shapes, the idea is through this form of doodle like drawing, 
you force your mind to pause, be in the moment and expand your imagination by creating a 

fun design.





How to start and what you will need

• You will need paper, a pencil and a black pen as well as a quiet space to 
draw. Draw a square 9 cm x 9cm in pencil. Then taking your pencil, draw a 
continuous line within the square to break up the space into lots of shapes. 
This line is called the ‘Tangle’ and with be the guide in which you draw your 
patterns.

• Now put your pencil aside as its important you do Zentangles with a pen. 
You use pen instead of pencil, as it is permanent and stops you rubbing out 
or making ‘mistakes’. With Zentangle there are no mistakes as the drawing 
is just for you and a product of the meditation. 

• In each tangle, or pencil shape you have drawn, begin drawing patterns. 
These can be angular geometric patterns, free forming swirly patterns, 
mehndi style patterns or even inspired my mandalas. It is up to you! Just 
concentrate on the patterns you create; every line, mark and shape and 
relax your mind whilst drawing so your creativity can flow. 



Good luck, stay safe and happy drawing!

Any Zentangle drawings you create share with us by emailing a photograph 
directly to bealart@bealhighschool.co.uk there will even be prizes for the 
best Zentangles! For more information and a demonstration of how to get 
started, visit the Beal High School.

YouTube page and watch Well Being Video 21 by clicking on the link below.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BlwixXiUHXw
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